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1. General Introduction
The e-Safety Policy is part of the School Improvement Plan and relates to other
policies including those for ICT, bullying and for child protection.
Our e-Safety Policy has been written by the school, building on government
guidance. It has been agreed by the Senior Leadership Team and approved by the
school’s Governors.
2. Teaching and learning
2.1 Why the Internet and digital communications are important
ternet is an essential element in 21st century life for education, business
and social interaction. The school has a duty to provide students with high-quality
Internet access as part of their learning experience.
curriculum and a necessary learning tool for
staff and pupils.
2.2 Internet use will enhance and extend learning
filtering appropriate to the age of students.
ies are set for the appropriate use of the Internet and digital
communications and are discussed with both staff and pupils.
the skills of knowledge location, retrieval and evaluation.
2.3 Students will be taught how to evaluate Internet content
-Safety co-ordinator, where possible, will ensure that the use of Internet
derived materials by both staff and by pupils complies with copyright law.
ht to be critically aware of the materials they read and
shown how to validate information before accepting its accuracy.
2.4 User names and passwords
password for access to the school network/email system. It is each individual’s
responsibility to ensure that nobody else becomes aware of their password(s), as
well as ensuring that they are changed on a regular basis.
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3. Managing Internet Access
3.1 Information system security
Manager.

3.2 E-mail
-mail accounts on the school system.
immediately tell either a member of the IT support team or their
teacher if they receive offensive e-mail.
-mail communication, students must not reveal their personal details or those
of others, or arrange to meet anyone without specific permission.
-mail should be treated as suspicious and attachments not opened
unless the author is known and the attachment is expected.
-mail from students to external bodies is
presented and controlled.
are expected to use their school email account for any electronic
communication relating to school matters and to follow protocols outlined in the
Staff Acceptable Use Policy for ICT
3.3 Published content and the school web site
al contact information will not generally be published. The
contact details given online should be the school office.
responsibility and ensure that published content is accurate and appropriate.
3.4 Publishing students’ images and work
pupils cannot be identified or their image misused.
l Web site or other online space, particularly in association with photographs.
students are published on the school Web site.
ion of the student and
parents/carers.
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3.5 Social networking and personal publishing
students in their safe use.

identify them, their friends or their location.
considering how the photo could be used now or in the future.
deny access to unknown individuals and to block unwanted communications.
Students should only invite known friends and deny access to others.
3.6 Managing filtering
improved if necessary.
Manager.
Manager will ensure that regular checks are made to ensure that
the filtering methods selected are appropriate, effective and reasonable.
The school is committed to contributing to community cohesion and reducing the
likelihood of students becoming radicalised. Our IT filters in school will be one of the
strategies the school uses to help prevent this. Should any member of our IT Team
become concerned about a student’s use of particular websites relating to terrorism,
then this will be reported to the Designated Child Protection Officer in school who
will investigate the matter further in line with the school’s Safeguarding policy.
3.7 Managing videoconferencing
quality of service and security rather than the Internet.
answering a videoconference call.

4. Managing mobile and emerging technologies
s will be examined for educational benefit and a risk
assessment will be carried out before use in school is allowed.
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under the direct supervision of a member of staff. The sending of abusive or
inappropriate text messages is forbidden.
school.
unless under the direct supervision of a member of staff
the Staff Acceptable Use Policy for ICT.
5. Protecting personal data
able
according to the Data Protection Act 1998.
encrypted / passworded.
6. Policy Decisions
6.1 Authorising Internet access
Use Policy for ICT’ before using
any school ICT resource. Staff must ensure that a signed copy of the agreement is
in the possession of the school.
access to school ICT systems.
the Responsible Internet Use statement.

6.2 Assessing risks
le precautions to prevent access to inappropriate
material. However, due to the international scale and linked nature of Internet
content, it is not possible to guarantee that unsuitable material will never appear on
a computer connected to the school network. Neither the school nor Stockport
Education can accept liability for any material accessed, or any consequences of
Internet access.
-safety policy is adequate and
that the implementation of the e-safety policy is appropriate and effective.
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6.3 Handling e-safety complaints

Head of School.
rotection nature must be dealt with in accordance with
school child protection procedures.

establish procedures for handling potentially illegal issues.

7. Communicating e-Safety
7.1 Introducing the e-safety policy to students
-Safety rules will be posted in all rooms where computers are used and a
summary of the rules will appear on each PC in school as a reminder to students
before they log into the school’s network.

-Safety will be included in the IT Induction lessons at
KS3.
7.2 Staff and the e-Safety policy
-Safety Policy and its importance explained.
traced to the individual user. The internet should only be used in school where the
individual’s specific use is necessary to enable them to carry out their work in
school.
senior management and work to clear procedures for reporting issues.
e that any IT equipment provided by the school remains the
property of the school at all times and should only be used for the purpose(s) it is
intended for.
occasionally lead to misunderstandings or even malicious accusations. Staff must
take care always to maintain a professional relationship and should not
communicate online with students in any way other than for school purposes – eg
for the submission of assignments etc
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ff should not use Facebook or any other social networking site to
communicate with students. They must ensure that the use of Facebook etc is
restricted so that pupils cannot gain access to their profile.
l networking, staff will be
expected to comply with the protocols outlined in the Staff Acceptable Use Policy for
ICT.
7.3 Enlisting parents’ and carers’ support
-Safety Policy in
newsletters, the school brochure and on the school Web site/VLE.
-safety resources for parents/carers.
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